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Abstract 

The apple as food has great nutritional importance given its 

high content of calcium, phosphorus, and stone minerals, as 

well as vitamin B and C, but it also has a strong impact on many 

developing economies for which it is an important economic 

livelihood. In many of these environments, fruit cultivation, as 

is the case with many other agricultural products, is carried out 

by small farming families without greater access to modern 

technology and resources to support their processes and 

increase their levels of quality and productivity. In this sense, 

this study proposes the development of an automated system 

for the classification of fruit from digital cameras. The 

objective is to identify an architecture based on deep learning 

capable of performing the categorization with high 

performance, to later recommend it for the design of an 

autonomous embedded system. In this sense, three 

convolutional architectures are evaluated using metrics that 

assess the generalization capacity of the models, and the one 

with greater possibilities of use on a real system is selected.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Much has been said in recent years about fruit grading 

strategies as an application of intelligent autonomous systems 

as a solution to the low efficiency of traditional grading 

strategies in aspects such as quality, quantity, and production 

cost [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 3, 6]. Convolutional neural networks are 

proposed as one of the most promising solutions since they 

allow the construction of systems that focus on the physical 

characteristics of the fruit, leaving aside elements of fruit-to-

fruit variability, which allows their use in autonomous systems 

to improve the state in which the fruit is picked, and to be able 

to locate the centers where the fruit is selected, processed and 

distributed. These types of systems have been widely 

documented in the specialized literature [7, 8, 9]. Artificial 

neural networks are mainly used for data classification, pattern 

recognition, and behavioral predictions where generalization is 

essential, so they are optimal to perform in the classification of 

the state of fruits such as apple [7, 2], application in which 

could generate a positive and important impact on the 

marketing of this fruit [10, 11]. 

This research seeks to evaluate the behavior of some deep 

convolutional network schemes to identify some with adequate 

performance for the development of an automatic classification 

system, particularly for the apple market [12, 13]. In parallel 

investigations of the research group have identified some 

architectures with higher performance in this specific type of 

applications, so it is proposed the specific evaluation of these 

topologies with an own dataset adjusted to determine specific 

performance characteristics on this fruit [14]. 

No matter how good a categorization model is, if it lacks a 

complete and unbiased database, it will not be possible to 

achieve a viable result [6, 15, 4, 16, 4, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 

23, 1]. To build a model with efficient performance, a complete 

database is needed, which has as a foundation the 

categorization states correctly separated into groups of similar 

size. In terms of fruit processing in distribution systems, these 

categories should consider the handling states of the fruit, in 

particular, green, ripe, and extremely ripe or damaged fruit. 

Once the database is complete, it is possible to proceed to 

generate a classification model, an image pre-processing 

system, an embedded system capable of real-time processing, 

and an overall design that allows the system to be incorporated 

into existing fruit handling systems. 

In many developing countries the processes related to the 

determination of the state and quality of fruit are in the hands 

of human operators, who can consider a large number of 

changes in the quality of the fruit by visual inspection, but it 

entails a high cost as well as restrictions in the marketing 

process. Consequently, this research proposes the development 

of an automatic system supported by deep networks, which in 

its first stage establishes the appropriate architecture for the 
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learning model, about the dataset of the problem [19, 6]. 

Consequently, three convolutional neural network topologies 

are evaluated concerning their ability to classify apples into 

three categories defined according to their physical conditions, 

and the most suitable topology will be chosen for a fine design 

of an embedded automatic classification system [24]. 

Similar equipment is used in many fruit marketing systems for 

automatic sorting, and even as a strategy for identifying fruit 

rotation in supermarkets [2]. In addition, for many countries, 

the commercialization of fruit in local and international 

markets constitutes an important part of the economic income, 

so this type of technology has an important positive impact on 

a country’s economy [19, 16]. 

 

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION 

The apple industry and its worldwide consumption have made 

apple quality standards extremely demanding. Therefore, 

harvesting and handling during commercialization require 

highly reliable and efficient grading processes to identify at 

least the three basic stages in which the fruit can be (green, ripe, 

and rotten). For this reason, industries rely on human personnel 

to grade these fruits. However, this strategy involves a high cost 

and a lower level of production compared to automatic systems 

which, based on neural models, can replicate the function of a 

human operator, guaranteeing not only the quality of the 

product at each stage but also it's level of production, which 

facilitates the projection and investment (Fig. 1). 

 

Fig. 1. Fruit selection features 

The performance of this type of system is strongly linked to its 

learning capacity, so the dataset used for its training is 

fundamental. In this sense, the automatic classification system 

must be tuned to a specific set of images that represent the 

reality of the problem, and the optimal selection of the 

categorization architecture according to its specific 

performance must be guaranteed. The solution approach starts 

from the definition of a proper dataset according to the system 

performance characteristics, the minimum categories 

contemplated include damaged, mature and green apples, being 

able to consider other aspects such as size and shape in the 

future. For this dataset, the most adequate neural architecture 

for its implementation in an embedded system must be selected 

according to its performance, which implies training and 

evaluating it with the same optimizers and metrics. 

 

III. METHODOLOGY 

Convolutional neural networks correspond to receptive fields 

of neurons in the visual cortex of a biological brain. In the 

performance evaluation, we have selected three of these 

topologies: NasNet (Neural Architecture Search Network), 

ResNet (Residual Neural Network), and DenseNet (Dense 

Convolutional Network). 

NasNet convolutional networks, like the other two models, are 

deep networks specialized in image identification and 

recognition. Although they correspond to architectures that 

require supervised training, in many cases, it is useful to use 

pre-trained architectures when there is not enough data to train 

them. This model allows a small dataset to be used to search for 

a structural building block that can then be transferred to a 

larger dataset. 

A ResNet system is characterized by replicating the pyramidal 

cell architecture in the cerebral cortex. For this, the model uses 

forward jumps over some of the layers to send input 

information forward as input to other layers, where this 

information is added to the traditional connection (Fig. 2). 

 

Fig. 2. Residual Neural Network (ResNet) architecture block 

DenseNet is an extension of the residual ResNet model that 

adds residual connections not only to the module output but to 

all consecutive ones (Fig. 3). However, unlike ResNet, it does 

not combine features by summing but by concatenating. Fewer 

parameters and high accuracy are achieved compared to 

ResNet and pre-activation ResNet (the result, however, 

depends very much on the specific case understudy). Since 

each layer receives feature maps from all previous layers, the 

network can be thinner and more compact, the error signal can 

be easily propagated to previous layers more directly. In 

DenseNet, the classifier uses features of all complexity levels 
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and tends to give smoother decision boundaries, as well as 

reducing the leakage gradient problem. They also improve 

feature propagation and reduce the number of parameters 

within the network. One of the main improvements that 

DenseNet presents is that it manages to shorten the connections 

between layers near the input and output, thus increasing the 

density of the network. 

 

Fig. 3. Densely Connected Convolutional Network 

(DenseNet) architecture 

The functional performance evaluation is performed with these 

three architectures. In each case, the same dataset of 225 images 

was used in each of the three categories. The three pieces of 

training were developed over 65 epochs and used the same loss 

functions (Categorical Cross Entropy) and the same optimizer 

(Stochastic Gradient Descendent - SGD). The dataset was 

randomly separated in all cases into two groups, 70% for 

training and 30% for validation (these groups were always 

randomly mixed before separation). 

The performance of these models was evaluated at two points 

in time, observing the behavior during training, and after 

training from metrics with the validation data. During training, 

at each epoch, the accuracy and loss values were calculated. 

This was done both for the data used in training and for the 

unknown data in the validation group. This information was 

used to determine the generalization capacity of each model, as 

well as its performance under more demanding training. After 

training, the validation data were used to construct confusion 

matrices for each model. From them, we were also able to 

establish the metrics Precision (for each category, and model 

average), Recall, and the cumulative value of these F1-score. 

 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Fig. 4 shows the accuracy behavior during training for each of 

the three models evaluated. For each epoch, the model accuracy 

was calculated for both training and validation data. In all three 

cases, the initial value was very low, but grew over the epochs 

to almost 100%, at least for the training data (red curve). The 

validation data behaved differently, for the NasNet model the 

accuracy did not rise above 40%, which already shows a 

mediocre performance of this architecture. The ResNet model 

reached a final value of 82%, and the DenseNet model 90%. 

The latter two showed good performance in generalization 

without overfitting. 

 

Fig. 4. Accuracy of each of the models evaluated throughout 

the training process. The red curve corresponds to the training 

data and the green curve to the validation data 

The behavior of the loss function in Fig. 5 follows these same 

results. This function was also calculated throughout the 

training, again for training data and validation data. The ResNet 

model again shows mediocre behavior for the validation data 
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(green curve) with values that do not go below 0.7. All three 

models show good behavior with training data (red curve), but 

only the DenseNet and NasNet models also show good values 

for validation data. 

 

Fig. 5. Loss of each of the models evaluated throughout the 

training process. The red curve corresponds to the training 

data and the green curve to the validation data 

The confusion matrix of the classification models allows 

observing graphically the capacity of the model to categorize 

each data within the correct category (Fig. 6). In the color scale 

used, the largest number of elements is represented by light 

colors and the smallest number of data by dark colors. 

Therefore, the best performance is obtained by the model 

whose diagonal contains lightboxes, while the boxes above and 

below the diagonal remain dark. This type of behavior can be 

observed in the DenseNet model, followed by the ResNet 

model. The NasNet model has recognition problems and places 

most of the data in the second category. Even so, under the 

diagonal of the matrix for the DenseNet model, there are 

squares that are not completely dark, meaning that elements are 

being classified in this column that do not belong to it. The fine 

analysis of this behavior is observed in the metrics derived from 

these confusion matrices. 

 

Fig. 6. Confusion matrix of each of the models calculated 

with the validation data. The color scale assigns light colors to 

the highest number of elements, and dark colors to the lowest 

number 

From the data in the boxes of the confusion matrix of each of 

the models, it is possible to calculate the precision and recall 

metrics and with them the f1-score metric. These metrics show 

in detail the categorization ability of each of the models, either 

to place each data in the correct column, the ability to place 

only the correct data in the correct categories, and the average 

behavior per model. The results for the three models are shown 

in Fig. 7. The best average performance for the three metrics 

was obtained by the DenseNet architecture, with values close 

to 90%. This model was followed by the ResNet architecture 

with values in the order of 81% and last place the NasNet model 

with 54% in accuracy, 32% in the recall, and 20% in f1-score. 
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The individual values per category show that the NasNet model 

managed to place all the corresponding elements in the first 

category, but also placed there elements that did not correspond 

to the category. The ResNet and DenseNet models performed 

better in terms of the correct categorization of elements. 

 

Fig. 7. Metrics for each of the models are calculated from the 

confusion matrix. Average values and values for each 

category are shown 

In all the tools used to evaluate the performance of the 

classification models, the best performance was achieved by 

the DenseNet model, followed by the ResNet architecture. 

These two models can be used for the development of the 

embedded system since their values indicate a high capacity for 

fruit identification. The NasNet model has a poor performance 

in all metrics, showing its inability to work with unknown 

images, i.e., it is not able to generalize in the identification of 

specific parameters that determine the state of the fruit. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

This paper evaluates the performance of three image 

classification models based on deep learning to identify the 

most suitable one for use in an embedded system for the 

automatic classification of apple fruit. Such a system is 

proposed as an alternative for automation in fruit growing and 

processing systems, as opposed to manual techniques carried 

out by operators, to guarantee quality and increase production. 

For the evaluation, three architectures identified as suitable for 

this application were selected based on their use in similar 

systems. The topologies used are NasNet (Neural Architecture 

Search Network), ResNet (Residual Neural Network), and 

DenseNet (Dense Convolutional Network). These three models 

were trained with a proprietary dataset under the same 

conditions, and evaluated with the same metrics, both during 

and after training, mainly by observing performance with a 

dataset not used in training. All three models were able to 

replicate the dynamics for the training data, but for the 

validation data, the NasNet model performed poorly, showing 

its inability to generalize the system dynamics. The best 

performance in all metrics was achieved by the DenseNet 

architecture, which is recommended for fine training of the 

system and its possible implementation on an embedded 

system. The ResNet architecture also showed good 

performance and is postulated as a second working option. The 

research continues with a fine-tuning of these two models, and 

their evaluation with larger datasets. 
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